One-Half Percent for Art on Four Contemplated Capital Projects

Wildwood: $65M project; $33.6M eligible; 0.5% is $168,000. Average cost to household = $1.57/year (13 cents/mo.)

DPW Garage: $25M project; $25M eligible; 0.5% is $125,000. Average cost to household = $1.17/year (10 cents/mo.)

Firehouse: $20M project; $20M eligible; 0.5% is $100,000. Average cost to household = $0.94/year (8 cents/mo.)

Library: $20M project; $10M eligible; 0.5% is $50,000. Average cost to household = $0.47/year (4 cents/mo.)

If all were approved and overlapped during the same period, they would total $4.15 a year (35 cents a mo.).
REDUCE TO ONE HALF PERCENT

1) Change the title of the bylaw from “ONE PERCENT FOR ART BYLAW” to “PERCENT FOR ART BYLAW”

2) Replace the phrase “one percent” with the phrase “one half percent (0.5%)” in the following locations: Section 1, paragraph 1, and Section 3, paragraph 1

10) In Section 5, part II.B., delete “One” before “Percent for Art Bylaw,” and following “establish One,” insert “Half,” and following “Percent,” insert (0.5).”

ELIMINATE PERFORMING ARTS

3) In Section 1, paragraph 2 clause (a), delete “both” and “and performing” and insert: “the”

6) In Section 2d, after the third “building,” insert “or”; after “within a public space,” delete “,or in the case of performing arts performed within a public building or space”

7) In Section 2d, after “drawings,” delete “drama, instrumental or vocal music, dance, ”

9) In Section 5, part I.a., delete “, both visual and performing”

ONLY TOWN GENERAL FUNDS

4) In Section 2a, delete the phrase “or with eligible funds appropriated to it by other governmental units,”

5) In Section 2b, after the phrase "for construction projects," insert the phrase, "funded by the Town's General Fund"

8) In Section 2f, delete the last (fourth) bulleted item altogether.